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  Remember this
 
As I was setting up an automatic trade in my securities account, I wonder 
what is micron technology?
 
So I punched into Google and guess what I found out?:
 
 
“Multi-core processing is bringing incredible advances to super 
computing and advanced networking systems, advances that will 
require a new level of memory efficiency and performance.” (e. g. 
Micron Tech.) They developed an entirely new architecture that maximizes 
the full potential of these high-performance systems.
 
 
 “Announcing Micron’s Newest Memory Innovation
We’ve combined fast logic process technology and advanced DRAM 
designs to create an entirely new category we’re calling Hybrid 
Memory Cube (HMC) technology.” (e. g. Micron Tech.) Their goal is a 
high bandwidth, low energy, high-density memory system that’s unlike 
anything on the market today.
 
“The Real Difference is in the Cube
HMC will provide a revolutionary performance shift that will enrich 
next-generation networking and enable
exaflop-scale supercomputing:”(e. g. Micron Tech.)
 
Von Bro'
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=h2swEqw6pbg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fredrick's A shoe In
 
Watch Video:
 
http://youtu.be/4n0JuKUOHls 
 
 
Earn money from free classifieds!

 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012

Latest update: SEO Success

                Latest update:  SEO Success;
 

 
  In my research I have found that all the hype about 
push button traffic techniques is just that. Hype!  The 
only thing that is really Google proof is to change when 
one needs to change and do all the things one needs to 
do on a daily routine.  Any thing that one can do to let the 
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search engines know that your site is important to you.
 One thing to remember is it is not the gadgets we 
purchase that is the real trick, but if one is in it for the long 
hall. Domain  name, paid up for so many years, Web-
hosting, paid up for at least 2-3 years or better, and of 
course a killer product, and  A 1 content.
 
  I have not yet to see a push button device that 
could take the place of a 12 man SEO team working 24/
7 keeping ones site up to date on auto-polite.  That 
would be a find.
Word!
 
Von Bro’
 
 
 
Special update:  
 
 
                                     SEO Success
 
 
 
 A forum page exists where one can learn , from a 
High ranking page I might add, SEO tips and one can 
post your own.  Check it out.

    What SEO tip works best for you?



 
 
"If you had one SEO tip that worked the best for you and your site 
what would it be? These could be suggestions for things to avoid - 
perhaps something you tried got you in trouble with search engines? 
Or for things that are effective - you got to the top 10. Share your SEO 
Tip
Articles and Commenting
 

As far as i am concerned, Article submission and Commenting 
works best for me to do SEO, press release is also good.
—Guest Aahna Saxena
 
Articles and blogs
 
    This list of information is a great tool especially for newbies. Helps 
kick start a direction to take in SEO! Writing blogs in industry related 
articles have always helped the http://PANAMultiMedia.com/ team 
achieve better rankings!
—Guest http://PANAMultiMedia.com/
 
Submission techniques.".................................etc
   ( e. g. http://webdesign.about.com/u/ua/seo/seo_tips.htm )
 
 
 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012
Traffic boost Featuring
 
Artwantwanted.com
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A community of artists of outstanding skills.  Browse 
To day!
 
 
http://www.artwanted.com/ 
 
 
 
 
 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012
Short Stories and Poems By Jonah Dale Mar t in
Part1
Presents:
“Ponder over the words of the wise men, their Poems, 
and their Riddles”
If the sky passed away,
And came again another day.
I would still have something to say.
For each day creates the atmosphere
To say the things you want to say.
From the beginning of one’s life, until one reaches 
maturity, we enter a
stage where one may wonder if their life has any 
direction. From infancy, one
begins to take in knowledge. However, some of this 
knowledge is useful, and
some is not.
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The time between infancy and when one starts 
elementary school is a
period in which one’s mental and physical faculties 
are stimulated to the limit. In
Short Stories and Poems By Jonah Dale Mar t in
Part1
essence, one achieves what I call; (CIPUD): Character, 
Insight, Purpose,
Understanding, and Direction.
“A wise person will listen and take in more 
instruction, and a man of
understanding is one who acquires skillful direction, 
to understand a proverb and
a puzzling saying, the words of wise persons and their 
riddles”
(Proverbs 1:5-6)
We humbly submit to you, such skillful direction.
Thank You.
 
Buy My e-book of poetry Today!
 
(e. g. http://myebookofpoetry.blogspot.com/ )
 
 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012
 
                        More on Micron Technology
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 “Increased Bandwidth — A single HMC can provide more than 15x 
the performance of a DDR3 module.

Power Reductions — HMC is dramatically more efficient than 
current memory, using 70% less energy per bit than DDR3.

Smaller Physical Systems — HMC’s stacked architecture uses 
nearly 90% less space than today’s RDIMMs.” (e. g. Micron Tech.)
 
                           The HMC Consortium
 
The HMC Consortium is a working partnership made up of industry leaders 
that build, design in, or enable hybridmemory cube (HMC) technology.
 
“The group works to innovate and expand define the HMC interface 
specification to maximize the capabilities of the next generation of 
memory-based solutions.” e. g. Micron Tech.)
 
 
                        A Revolution in Memory
 
 
       Multi-core processing is providing incredible advances to super 
computing and advanced networking systems, advances that will require 
a new level of memory efficiency and performance.  “At Micron, we’ve 
developed an entirely new architecture that maximizes the full 
potential of these high-performance systems.” e. g. Micron Tech.)
 
 
 
Card recovery pro
 
 
 
  About Card Recovery Pro
   The product is easy-to-use card recovery software. The software can 
effectively recover deleted or lost photos, music, video, and multimedia 
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files from almost all digital cards after disasters like erroneous deletion, 
corruption or formatting errors, etc. Using The product is safe and risk-
free. The software performs read- only operations on your memory card. “It 
doesn't move, delete, or modify the data on the card to avoid causing 
further damage or overwriting the source. It recovers photos, music, 
video, and multimedia files from the source memory card and saves 
them to the destination location you specify in just a few steps. 
Simple procedure! Amazing effect!” (e. g.  cardrecoverypro )
 
 
 

Thursday, November 1, 2012
             Do you like WordPress?
 
Well you are going to love this:
 
WordPress has just gotten easier!
 
"Computers/Internet : Web Site Design
 
Hot video training program that teaches Wordpress and makes it fun 
and easy. So easy a 9-year-old can do it (her testimonial sells this 
all day long)! You get 50% on every sale from this highly converting, 
testimonial-driven offer. This is the perfect product for a PitchPlus 
Upsell. Read More »" (e. g.  MAKEWPEASIER )
 
 

Saturday, November 3, 2012

learn to serve.....
  
 

http://d2368kuit8ny657cxt41h8-1mm.hop.clickbank.net/
http://d2368kuit8ny657cxt41h8-1mm.hop.clickbank.net/
http://nitram007.mwpe5.hop.clickbank.net/
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Our Food Safety Certification will help  you with for your ServSafe Examination and 
Certification!
 
“The ServSafe Food Protection Manager Certification Examination is nationally 
recognized and accredited by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)-
Conference for Food Protection (CFP). It is based on a job task analysis (created 
by industry subject matter experts) making it valid, reliable, and legally defensible 
in a court of law.”(e. g.
 http://www.learn2serve.com/food-safety-training/ )
 
Not some features of the program:
 
1.   The ServSafe Certification Exam is 90 questions and is updated to stay current with 
the FDA Food Code.
2.   Passing the exam with a score of 75% or greater earns the examinee their ServSafe 
Food Protection Manager Certification, which demonstrates the Manager has the 
knowledge, skills, and ability to serve food safely to their customers.
3. It can be taken after completing either traditional classroom or online training. A 
Registered ServSafe Proctor must administer the exam.
 
4 Because ServSafe meets the needs of today's diverse industry, the ServSafe 
Examination is available in both print and online.
5.   The print exam is available in English, Spanish, Chinese, Korean, French Canadian, 
Japanese and English 6.Large Print. The online exam is available in English, Spanish 
and Chinese.
 
 
 
 
ServSafe Food Protection Manager Certifications are provided for five years from the 
examination date. Local laws apply. Check with your local regulatory agency for detailed  
requirements.
 
“The National Restaurant Association has awarded more than 4 million ServSafe 
Food Protection Manager Certifications.”
 .”(e. g.
 http://www.learn2serve.com/food-safety-training/ )
 
 
More About ServSafe:



 
Success begins with ServSafe training and certification. Regarding every operation and 
in any situation, food safety has to work. ServSafe offers high-quality training options for 
every manager. From the classroom to online, and in a variety of languages, this is your 
food safety certification solution. The ServSafe Food Protection Manager Certification is 
nationally recognized and accredited. Visit www.ServSafe.com or phone 800-737-8723 
for more information.
 
About the National Restaurant Association:
 
“Founded in 1919, the National Restaurant Association is the leading business 
association for the restaurant industry, which comprises 945,000 restaurant 
and foodservice outlets and a workforce of nearly 13 million employees. 
Together with the National Restaurant Association Educational Foundation, 
the Association works to lead America's restaurant industry into a new era of 
prosperity, prominence, and participation, enhancing the quality of life for all we 
serve. For more information, visit our Web site at www.restaurant.org.”(e. g.
 http://www.learn2serve.com/food-safety-training/ )
 
 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012
End of Year sale.  Win Jonah bucks with each purchase.  2-5-or even 10 
bucks with each purchase depending on how much you buy.  After you 
earn 100 Jonah bucks, redeem for a purchase, same as cash, or receive 
a gift card Visa to spend at your leaser.  To receive Jonah bucks with your 
purchase, use Coupon Code JONAHBUCKS100   Forgive me for this; (in 
the address 2 spot during check out through PayPal. )
(Jonah bucks are automatic with each purchase of artwork from this site)
That is not necessary I was up late and half asleep. I will notify you at each 
check point and give  you the option to redeem at each point.  Also if you  
have a PayPal account, I will send it there if you like.  Otherwise wait for 
your gift card
 
 
     Coupon Code JONAHBUCKS100
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Tuesday, November 6, 2012

Update: More on Micron Tech.
 
Update: More on Micron Tech.
 
     Announcing Micron’s Newest Memory Innovation
 
     They’ve combined fast logic process technology and advanced DRAM 
designs to create an entirely new category we’re calling Hybrid Memory 
Cube (HMC) technology. “The end result is a high bandwidth, low 
energy, high-density memory system that’s unlike anything on the 
market today.” (e. g. Micron Tech.)
The Real Brake-through is in the Cube;
HMC will provide a revolutionary performance shift that will enhance next-
generation networking and enable exaflop-scale supercomputing:
 

“Increased Bandwidth — A single HMC can provide more than 
15x the performance of a DDR3 module.

Power Reductions — HMC is dramatically more
efficient than current memory, using 70% less energy per bit than 
DDR3.

Smaller Physical Systems — HMC’s stacked architecture uses 
nearly 90% less space than today’s RDIMMs.” (e. g. Micron Tech.)



 
                   About the HMC Consortium
 
   “The HMC Consortium is a working group made up of industry 
leaders that build, design in, or enable hybrid memory cube (HMC) 
technology.” (e. g. Micron Tech.)  The team works to innovate and 
expand define the HMC interface specification to maximize the capabilities 
of the next generation of memory-based solutions.
 
“Visit the HMC Consortium Web site.
Want to Know More?
 
For more information about Micron's Hybrid Memory Cube 
technology, please see our HMC technology page. To request a data 
sheet, contact us.”
(e. g. http://www.micron.com/about/innovations/hmc )
 
 
Watch Video
  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=h2swEqw6pbg
 
 
 

Friday, November 9, 2012

Welcome to T. N. Designs Success 
Marketing/Solution Motion Pictures/
Easel/Logos/Paintings of Flowers/
Memphis
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With 1&1 packages, receive a free 30 day trial, followed by a savings of up to $90 in the first 6 
months.* Packages start at just $4.99/month!
T. N. Designs Art brings people together, and creativity opens hearts. Welcome to my online 
portfolio. T. N. Designs is excited to share my work with you! Take a look around to see some 
of my latest projects and learn more about my background and creative influences. Interested 
in one of my pieces or having T. N. Designs create a customized piece just for you? Please 
contact me.
 
P. S. All logos of returned customers are modified for free.
Logo Design Packages
My life is all about art. I live and breathe art and design. Find out about my background and 
artistic accomplishments. Are you looking for a great piece of artwork for your home? Search 
through my portfolio on here or you can also contact me directly.
$50.00 on Fine art Paper Boxing painting
 
                                                                Logo Design
 
Logo Design Package comes with free advertisement.
Each logo will be made into an HTML code. As a bonus, I will link your web-site to it and post it 
online with all the adds I will write for you for free.
Three choices:
Plan: $10.00
Business: $25.00
Deluxe:  $100.00
Order Today!
artistic accomplishments. Are you looking for a great piece of artwork for your home? Search 
through my portfolio on here or you can also contact me directly.

 Boxing painting
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Sunday, November 11, 2012

More on Micron Tech.
                            More on Micron Tech.    
                                       Matters of State
  
    How Phase Change Memory Works and How it Improves 
Performance
 
Current  advanced embedded applications require more volumes of code 
and data than ever before, challenging the architectural constraints of 
traditional memory technologies. “In the absence of a single memory 
type that can function across multiple platforms, designers have been 
forced to configure increasingly complex memory subsystems to 
overcome these limitations. But new phase change memory (PCM) is 
revolutionizing the way subsystems are arranged, providing an all-
encompassing technology that can meet designers’ diverse needs in 
a single memory device.”(e. g. Micron Tech.) 
                            Featured PCM Videos
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
list=PL0E802477284DC829&feature=player_embedded&v=WDcWRVQ1K
qE
     To watch additional PCM videos, click on the Play-list
“PCM works by taking advantage of the alterable physical and 
electrical properties of certain materials in order to store information 
on a memory device, similar to the way that high-volume rewritable 
CDs and DVD-RAMs work.” (e. g. Micron Tech.)  
Micron PCM uses a grade of material alloy known as chalcogenides 
(“kal-koj--uh-nyde”). In basic terms, when electrical current and heat are 
applied, chalcogenides exhibit a reversible phase change affect that 
can be used to store information through a resistance change in the 
material. “More specifically, the heat causes the alloy to move from a 
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highly unorganized, reflective, and resistive “amorphous” phase that 
does not store information well to a highly organized, low-resistance 
and reflectivity “polycrystalline” phase that does store information 
well. This results in reduced complexity and time-to-market for new 
designs as PCM breaks through architectural barriers and blends the 
best attributes of existing memory technologies into a single memory 
chip.”(e. g. Micron Tech.) 
Our 45nm PCM-based MCPs combine phase change memory and low-
power enhanced data rate mobile DRAM (LPDDR2) into one package with 
a shared LPDDR2 interface, shortening boot time, simplifying software 
development, and improving system-level reliability.
 
“Advances in memory technology and pioneering work conducted 
by Micron has moved the technology to the forefront of the memory 
industry’s research and development activity. With exponential 
worldwide growth in electronic devices for the consumer, computer, 
and communication markets, PCM is a promising memory 
technology with the potential to enable new applications and memory 
architectures in a wide range of systems.”(e. g. http://www.micron.com/about/
innovations/pcm  )
 
 
 
 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012

For my latest update: search engine Optimization
 

For my latest update:
 
 
 My search engine Optimization learning experience, I would like to 
reiterate a few points.
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The push button madness is just that push button madness.  Don't 
buy into the madness.  Just set up your web-site the way you know how to 
make it search engine friendly.  No month to month deals.
Commit to at least two years and focus on driving traffic, and  chose 
products well, and don't cheat your self on content, which is the same as 
shooting ones-self  in the foot.  Article spinners are not always what 
they are cracked-up to be.  If you are going to use one use a good 
one.  It is not that hard to come up with original articles.
If one know how to do good keyword research, use paid traffic, but  if your 
can't afford it know matter what, leave it alone or send me your money I will 
send you traffic.  I can't guarantee sales, but  I will not charge you more 
than 5 dollars per monthly subscription  through   PayPal. Understand 
the reasons why paid traffic works?  It is a know brainier, it stands to 
reason that those who have learned the secret to controlling  masses of 
targeted traffic do themselves credit to make sure when they get the 
big  money companies  signed up, they better pull out the stops, and 
make  them a lot of money so that their  clients  will not tell them to "turn 
off the bloody ad-words campaign, its bleeding me dry!"  No they do 
not  want to here that.  That is why they cater to the big companies more.  
I would never see myself paying 60.00 per click. Could you?  And for 
people that have not been doing this for a long time and been burnt by the 
sharks out there.  Remember my words;  LET THE BUYER   BEWARE!! 
Word!
 
Von Bro' 
 
 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012

The Ads written for you system.

Wednesday, November 14, 2012
 



Introducing: The Ads written for you 
system.  You sign up for a subscription, 
and I will write and post the ads where 
ever you like and also all over my network 
of blogs, videos, and social media sites 
and also when I update my ads, I will 
update your ads for free, no additional 
charge.
Sign-up Today:
 

Friday, November 16, 2012

New Network
S. M. P. NETWORK AT A GLANCE
Check it out all new stuff!
 
 
With 1&1 packages, receive a free 30 day trial, 
followed by a savings of up to $90 in the first 6 
months.* Packages start at just $4.99/month!
 
T. N. Designs Art brings people together, and 
creativity opens hearts. Welcome to my online 
portfolio. T. N. Designs is excited to share my work 
with you! Take a look around to see some of my latest 
projects and learn more about my background and 
creative influences. Interested in one of my pieces or 
having T. N. Designs create a customized piece just for 
you? Please contact me.
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Shop Custom Tee's at T's inc.
 
Shop Today!
 
 
 
 THE SKIN CARE SHOP!
Shop beauty and Skin-care at:
THE SKIN CARE SHOP! SHOP TODAY!
 
 
 
 
 
Shop Heath and Nutrition at
Divine Health!
 
Shop Today!   
 
 
 
Shop name-brand Shoes at:
 
Fergie Shoes!
Shop Today! 
 
 
 

BEDDING AND MATTRESSES

Shop bedding and Mattresses  at
 
Clean Health!
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http://smpnetwork.blogspot.com/ 
 
 

Monday, November 19, 2012

SEO SUCCESS AND BEST RESULTS
 

Sunday, April 22, 2012
In the onset of the blog I will be investigating and 
searching out to find and document what Search Engine 
Optimization is really all about.  Feel free to join me in my 
journey and leave comments and send me your feed -
back
This a compilation of all my research. I hope you find it 
useful  and informative.  Get back to me with any results 
you have with any of the tips you find in the e-book.
Jonah D. Martin President of T. N. Designs Success 
Marketing/Solution Motion Pictures
 
E-Book is free with ads written for  you 
services.
 
Separate monthly subscription for 4 
monthly: $5.00 
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Monday, November 19, 2012
Latest Update on SEO:
A beautiful, just lovely young blogger: Lisa

Lisa Irby

 
   You might want to listen to her.
She is doing quite well.  She is pretty and very smart 
and so sweet.  I think I am in love. Ha! Ha! just 
kidding.  Give her a listen:
 
"This section will provide information on how to bring 
more traffic to your website.  Many of the methods 
mentioned below are free and will cost you nothing but 
time. 
Just remember that the key to building repeat traffic 
is to create a website that is useful, unique and full 
of valuable content.

My Thoughts on Paid Links and Other Link Building 
Schemes



Find out why I don't do aggressive link building and 

what I'd do if I were just starting today."(e. g. 
http://www.2createawebsite.com )
 
Watch Videos......  and more...... 
 
END OF VOLUME 4
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